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Introduction
As a Part of reasons that we established Setorg based on them, we can talk about creating an environment to
flourish creative talents that emerge in giving innovative and flexible services to the customers.
We believe that great talent can do something great so we invest on people with hidden talents and give them
a chance to flourish.
This belief guides us forward and this is a way that we promise ourselves to establish this business.
From idea to project and from wireframe to a website is in fact part of the fabric of this great company.

About us
Setorg company specialized in web projects and software engineering. Given that skills, equipment and
professional marketing are related together, the company employed professional experts and programmer in
addition to social media experts and graphic master to join these important aspects in digital communication
together.
Services that we have business experience are web design, digital marketing, online stores, mobile
applications, extranet, intranet, CRM and more. Relying on this great experience that can best accomplish your
projects.
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Why choose us as your host?

Pre-production server
For customer satisfaction the
progress load on one of our
servers' to review their
progress when designing the
site's footsteps and if
necessary, you can transfer
your idea to our experts,
before putting on the primary
domain site, the project does
not have any problem or
defect.

Expert team of graphic
design and UI / UX

Providing the replica project
after signing the contract

Appearance is important! the first
thing on arrival at the site that
comes to eye on its face. Good
and modern design is our
specialty. Benefit from the
updated design is a great
advantage. Also, if you want the
viewer to keep more time on
your website and encourage him
/ her to visit more pages, your
web UX should be modern.
Experimenting with different
parts of the site is what makes
the user more persistence and
encouraged him to review more.

Experts of company design the
replica in Mockup / Wireframe
software after signing a
contract. Replica prepared for
this possibility to the employer
that a better picture of the final
project in mind and adopt a
more accurate decision.

مجری

Why choose us as your host?

Professional Photography
.
Experience of working with
multiple users led to the need to
benefit expert industrial
photography. After the introduction
of the website and inserted its
content, the major concern for
most users is displaying images
with good quality and better
products or other image-based
content. Setorg attention to this
important and requires of users
and customers with professional
industrial photography team
dispatched to the customer site
and captures what is necessary on
the website.

Content Management
Text and photo content projects
that have done by Setorg
provided professionally. So the
employer is not involved in
preparing the textual content of
website and it's a company`s
professionals that prepared
more sophisticated and accurate
text for the project to be ready.

Project Control
Setorg company projects are
controlled by Teamwork or
Basecamp software per hours.
And each stage of the project is
visible in this application.

Our services

Mobile applications based on iOS
and Android

online stores

showcase websites

UI/UX

The team use the
technology to develop
mobile application for iOS,
Android and windows
phone and give in private
software. Setorg can also
design multilateral
software for all OS to
develop your needs.

Detailed design and
professional online store
will have a high impact on
the number of visits and
sales. There is also more
consistent implementation
of the codes on the web
site with SEO standards
and search engines sell
your goods on the web
site. It is important that the
expertise for a team.

Showing characteristic of
your business is the most
important feature of a
showcase website simply
run away from any kind of
detail, and makes the
visitor focus more on what
you have in mind. Backed
by experts of Setorg team
in the field of dedicated
graphics, UI / UX,
Backend and Frontend,
showcase can the best
websites for your
customers and provide
them professional.

Every system must be designed
to interface to the most efficient
form, that user himself interested
and meet his needs. The
proposed controls, buttons and
links, as well as beautifully
designed environments are the
user interface or UI issues.
User experience is all the
emotions and feelings when user
working with a system.
Undoubtedly, design the layout of
a site or confusion effect on user
satisfaction, but not limited user
view and user experience works
much wider. In fact, UX includes
all feedback and user interactions
with the service.
Setorg is the best engineering &
consulting of your project.

Our services

SEO

Digital Marketing

Design and implementation of
enterprise software and management

SEO or search engine
optimization is the most
popular digital marketing
strategy by many business
owners and online marketers
and mostly trying to use the
methods and strategies to
increase site rank in the
search engines. With Setorg
selection as host optimize
your website, confidently sit
down to watch augmenting its
rating on search engines.

In implementing digital marketing
strategies, systematic and
coherent program for elementary
requirements is a constant
presence in the online space.
then We study on your products
and services, competitor
assessment, analysis of
environmental conditions and
trends in digital marketing action
plan due to our competitive
potential. The program and its
strategy is according to your
needs and set their target group.
It is possible according to the
trends of the day and the change
in consumer behavior.

Setorg can be compatible with
different operating systems such
as MAC and Windows software
to design and implement. If you
are looking for modern solutions
integrated with each other and
correlation software using web
databases, Setorg is the last
point of the path that had
traveled. Design, implementation
and production software, Webbased administrative
organization of the company's
capabilities, enterprise
applications to set up intranet,
extranet and customer club is
part of the services offered in this
section.

Some Of Projects (Custom Design)

پروژه های انجام شده و در حال پیاده سازی در سترگ

Cancer Detection Center website (Payam Pet Scan).
The largest cancer diagnosis

Some Of Projects (Custom Design)

Amirian Jewellery Website

پروژه های انجام شده و در حال پیاده سازی در سترگ

Some Of Projects (Custom Design)

پروژه های انجام شده و در حال پیاده سازی در سترگ

Pars Pouya Industrial and Commercial Holding Website

Technologies we use

تکنولوژی هایی که از آنها بهره می بریم

چرا ما را بعنوان مجری خود انتخاب کنید

To implement this project, the advanced, updated and professional tools should be used.
Setorg knows this and employ programmers and software designers with the tools and technologies and trying to position themselves with the
latest changes and updates the progress in this field.
After implementation of the project, users communicate with the new technology without knowing them and understand the speed of Engine
software a see a beautiful skin.

مراحل اجرای پروژه پیاده سازی وب سایت در سترگ

Implementation of projects

چرا ما را
بزرگترین
پروژه ها
GRAPHIC
DESIGN
 هم از،
UI/UX

FINAL CODE
DEVELOPMENT

اجزای

PLANNING
Customer
comments
Trading
investigation
Meeting

First Stage

Primary Site Map
Mockup

second stage

Mockup/
Wireframe final

design

third level

FINAL SETUP

Launch
Server preproduction
troubleshooting

Coding

fourth stage

Refinement
Test

fifth stage

sixth stage

Thank you for understanding
Do not forget to share your opinion with others about Setorg !

We're with you in social networks
facebook,.com/setorgco
linkedin.com/setorgco
Instagram.com/setorgco
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